Controlled Vocabs Decision Tree Meeting 2020-05-13

Connection Info:
4-5pm Eastern
Zoom: https://iu.zoom.us/j/207369760

Notetaker: Julie Hardesty

Attendees: Julie, Gretchen, Erik

Agenda:

- Controlled Vocabulary (CV) Decision Tree
  - Levels outline review (starts page 3)
  - Move/remove other content
    - sources for CVs should be appendix at end
    - add sources for others who have general evaluations on CVs
      - Erik has a JLM source possibly
      - sources that talk about CVs from marginalized communities
  - Use Cases spreadsheets - maybe use this in Levels 2 or 3 to guide folks doing their own CV work to the types of fields that might benefit from CVs

- Next steps
  - Level 2 - Julie will expand and explain more there and see what happens
  - Gretchen can do review work
  - Erik can work on Intro section
  - Everyone make comments on Level 1 and Rebecca can review

Notes: